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powers that lay claim to spiritual domination and thereby place
themselves outside the social contract/'1 In this rabid anti-
clericalism Renouvier almost passes from the Liberal to the
Radical Jacobin camp, but it is not really germane to his
essential thought.
If justice be the end of the State it follows that, contrary to
the usual Liberal conception, the latter's chief sphere of in-
fluence will be economic rather than political: for most societies
have achieved something approaching political and civil freedom
and equality: it is more in the production and distribution
of wealth that glaring injustices and inequalities appear.
As early as 1848 Renouvier wrote in his Manuel republicain :
" The poor are devoured by the idle rich ; it is therefore the
duty of the .State to exercise social justice, to prevent the
accumulation of wealth, to organize labour, to limit profits,
to have the monopoly of certain trades, to set up co-operatives,
insurances, national credit with progressive income-tax," and
although he revised some details of his 1848 programme he
never swerved from his conviction that, in the name of in-
dividualism and freedom (whatever other principles others
might invoke), one of the primary duties of the State was
" social justice/' with all it might involve of economic inter-
ference. " You can't make the common people happy without
interfering with vices, virtues, habits," and this making the
common people happy was not only morally right; it was
essential to the preservation of that " order " for which
Conservatives clamoured. "People will not realize the danger
that civilization is running by the reluctance of the governing
classes to enter upon a bold programme of real economic
reforms."2 Bourgeois as he was himself, he denounced the
hypocrisy of a middle class that resisted social justice: " all
great reforms are perpetually checked by a class whose position
is secure and that has wealth it wants to keep ; which calls
itself * governing' and does not know how to govern but only
how to keep the country in a state of stagnation, from which it
1	Science de la Morale, i., pp. 201, 287, 497. In particular Renouvier insists
on the duty of the State to control all education.
2	Philosophic anatytique, iv., p. 65.
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